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RESULATION OF THE SOLIDARITY COMMITTEES                      
in regards to the conspiracy of the Islamic Regime 

Against the independent Labor Organizations 

 

To the organizations, Unions, and Labor institutions around the world, 

After four decades of dictatorial clergy rule, repression, exploitation and plunder, the Iranian people 
have stood against the entire ruling class throughout Iran, and the struggle to overthrow the Islamic 
Regime is in their agenda. 

In this battle, that determines their destiny, the Iranian labor movement, with its continuous struggle, 
daily and throughout the country, is trying to establish its independent organizations.  As an 
alternative to all reactionary alternatives- government and imperialist made, in harmony with other 
classes and layers of militant masses, offers its own independent alternative, by enduring the most 
repression, casualties and the overwhelming cost of labor activists that have paid so far, will pave this 
difficult, uneven, and meandrous path. 

The Islamic Regime of Iran, throughout its entire duration, has attempted to neutralize and expose the 
labor movement, by taking into account the cost of unemployment, imprisonment, torture and 
oppression, with hand-crafted organizations, such as The Islamic Labor councils, Labor House, and 
guild associations. However, so far, these plans with the help of the resistance of the labor 
movement’s activists, have failed in all cases.  Now, the ruling regime, in order to save itself from 
total bankruptcy, against the will of the labor movement, has commenced to  
 About us: “ The Committee in Solidarity with the Iranian Labor Movement - Abroad" consis  of 
solidarity groups and individuals outside of Iran that support Iranian Workers' struggle for: 
(1) Democratic  rights and economic justice ; (2) Exposing anti- labor policies of the Islamic 
Republic  of Iran ; (3) Building bridges between the Iranian and international workers' movements. 

AWNI: solidarityciwm@gmail.com    
 https://alternativeworkersnews.wordpress.com/         

https://t.me/joinchat/AAAAAERghU8t8faNPoLsUQ 
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Message of Solidarity Committees with the Workers Movement in Iran - Abroad 

Kurdistan invincible fortress continues to live! 

 establish government – made organizations in the name or Syndicates or fake channels of the labor 
movement in social media, with the help of its security and police agents. 

For instance, we could mention the regime’s attempt at creating a Syndicate that is affiliated with the 
police and security organs in Sherkate Wahed (Tehran Bus Syndicate), in order to split the Tehran 
Bus Syndicate, which has a long history of struggle. In a regime that even mentioning the name of 
the Syndicate is an unforgiving offence, for the sake of splitting the real organization, the regime has 
proceeded to forming a government syndicate!? 

The establishment of such fake organizations by the regime in all sectors of the labor movement, 
such as teachers, nurses, and healthcare personnel, retirees and other social movements, such as 
student movement, women, and the oppressed minorities, has a long history as well. 

We call on all the progressive and vanguard 
labor organizations worldwide, centres and 
institutions protecting worker’ rights, which 
with the full knowledge of the plans of the 
Islamic Republic Regime, as before, to expose it 
in any possible and effective way, and defend 
the real labor and social movements in Iran. 
You are aware of the vital importance of these 
supports and solidarities, due to your history of 
struggle against tyranny and capitalism, for 

more than one hundred and fifty years.  

The Iranian labor movement at this vital moment of its destiny needs your support and solidarity for 
the real labor organizations and the exposing of the Islamic Regime’s conspiracies! 

Long live independent Labor organizations! 

11the General Assembly of the Solidarity Committees with Iranian Workers moment in Iran-abroad 

26 August, 2018 

solidarityciwm@gmail.com 

http://nahadha.blogspot.com/  
 

  
 

 

 

The news was brief and painful: Zanjar Moradi, Loghman Moradi and Ramin Hossein Panahi were 
executed on Saturday, September 8, 2018. Also, the Sepah Air Defense Force missile unit, with the 
participation of the drone unit of Sepah’s army, on Saturday launched a missile strike on a destroying 
operation, at the meeting of the leaders of the two Democratic parties of the Kurdistan of Iran in 
Kurdish territory of Iraq, and the Peshmerga Training Center. 

Today, the militant people of Kurdistan were once again angry at losing three anti-oppressive 
political fighters. It is not many days that Marivan lost four environmentalist and friend of 
environment and life. Now in just few days received another wound on its upright body. Today, 
another gust from the realm of the suffering and struggle, namely, Zanyar and Loghman Moradi, 
after ten years of torture, suffering, and without appropriate legal and human conditions, for defence  
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of alleged crime (who repeatedly denied) along with Ramin Hussein Panjahi were hanged just 
because of opposition to injustice, and for thinking differently from the rulers. 

The lost life young’s, accompanied by the waves of “Zaribar”, under the shades of chestnut tree over 
the height of the city on the side of the Sharif Bajor and his Companions, these off spring lay to rest 
at peace.  

Eager People, Angry at Fascist arbitrary rulers in order to farewell and to make their pledge: 
"Comrades rest in peace, as long as there’s oppression, the struggle continues." It is ready to 
welcome the lost and determined to continue the struggle to eliminate all oppression and inequality. 
Now Kurdistan will write steadfastly and firmly on the struggle against any oppression and inequality 
in connection with the global class movement. Labor activists and fore-goers in the global class 
solidarity for the creation of independent labor and mass organizations have created a new phase in 
the erosion of oppressions movement. We, as solidarity Committees (Nahahd-haye Hambastegi) with 
Iran's class struggle and labor movement, also share the sadness of loss of your fighters and we are 
sorrowful. For the families of the lost fighters and the people of Kurdistan, we wish not patience, but 
perseverance and resistance in pursuing their path in the fight against the worst inhuman fascist 
regime of the century. We will continue to fight alongside the struggle against the fascist Iranian 
capitalist rule as we share the same fate for eliminating all oppression and inequality. 

Our message to the families of the executed and people of Kurdistan is to show the mourning and 
grief, sorrow and mourning of the loved ones, with anger and hatred for wage slavery, in order to 
dominate their status, unite and make your own independent self-organization. It will not be the first 
and last time that the Islamic fascist Islamic state of capitalism pervades its anger on oppressive 
fighter of Kurdish people and other leading social movements in different places of Iran. It is now in 
the month of September and the bloody anniversary of the summer of 1988, in Thirtieth anniversary 
of genocide of human beings by the genocidal hands of the Islamic Republic. People whose crimes 
was defending freedom, equality and the fight against all kinds of discrimination and inequality. 
Inhumane Islamic regime again and again, at the same time, deprived life from three human beings, 
three freedom fighters for their thoughts. 

Fighting people of Kurdistan: As you know, this regime in its every color and glaze, with every 
category and faction, a corrupt set, a plunderer, a tyrant, and a human beings killer. The only way to 
end all of these calamities is to topple the totality of this fascist and tyrannical system. In order not to 
fall into the trap of the predatory, fascist, and oppressors again, we must rely on our own strength and 
class power to organize our struggle and to fight back. Kurdishn Workers and other Iranian Workers, 
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together with their same fate bearer throughout Iran, have raised the flag of the struggle against all 
oppression and inequality. Only with the growth of a massive mass movement we can defeat a 
frightening and aggressive Islamic republic- by organizing and uniting for this purpose. 

Activists of Solidarity organizations all over the world have announced their determination to 
advance this struggle by supporting the general strike in Kurdistan. 

Forward for creation of the independent mass and labor organizations.  

Down with Islamic republic of Iran! 

Solidarity Committees with the Workers Movement in Iran - Abroad 

http://nahadha.blogspot.com 

solidarityciwm@gmail.com  

September 2018 

“Sugar Cane Haft Tappeh” Protest continues 
The negotiations to end the protest        

concluded without a solution 
 
The protest in the complex has continued because the authorities have not yet followed up on our 
demands.  
These 700 workers who have been working in different parts of the industry and agriculture of the 
complex began their protests 2 weeks ago because of late payments which continue to this day, 
September 1st.  
According to these workers, when they ended the 2-weeks long protests yesterday (August 31.), 
employers, the deputy of Khozestan’s govener and 
some other workers prepared a paper 
(Proceedings), but the protesters did not confirm 
the contents of the paper. As the result, the 
workers were angry and they resumed their 
protests with other workers whose payments were 
also late. They reiterated that if they get their 
paychecks of the last 3 months, they would end 
their protest. 

In addition, more than 1500 (part time) workers in 
soildarity with other workers claim that the employer did not keep his promise to sign permanent 
contracts with the workers.  
One of the other reasons for the protest is the possibility of the distribution of the agricultural and 
industrial real estates between the members of complex. The issue made the workers upset. They 
say:” The giving away of the common benefits is one of the other reasons of their protest.” 
They emphasized that it has been over 2 years since the employer of the Haft Tapeh did not pay some 
of the common benefits, and therefore denied the rights of the labour-cloths, the goods of Ramadan 
or school supplies for workers‘children. 
Source: Ilna  
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Declaration of Solidarity of the Chief Coordinator             
of the International Miners Coordination Group                

to Iranian Workers and Trade Unionists 
  

 
 
Our solidarity belongs to the courageous Iranian workers and trade unionists in their struggle for their 
rights and interests and against the oppression by the Islamist regime.  
In the struggle programme of the International Miners' Coordination we demand that the delegates of 
the 2nd International Miners' Conference "... of all governments of the world protect the right of 
coalition, assembly and negotiation. ... 
For free trade union and political activity! For a complete and universal legal right to strike! For trade 
unions as fighting organisations to defend and improve our living, wage and working conditions! We 
are against any form of class cooperation policy on the back of the workers and their families! We 
fight for the preservation and expansion of bourgeois-democratic rights and freedoms! 
  
Happiness Up 
Andreas Tadysiak Chief Coordinator of the International Miners Coordination Group 
  

 

              Our unity and solidarity are the     
only guarantees of the victory 

 
 
 
The struggle of the Haft-tappeh workers has been going on for many years. Each episode of the past 
has been challenged with new challenges. The Haft-Tappeh workers strike now over 15 days. The 
struggle, not only for overdue wages and other immediate demands, but also, essentially of a struggle 
against the privatization of the industry, and the employer's plot to divide the land for their interest.  
They are ready to destroy the lives of thousands of working people and their families.  
It is vital to maintain the unity and solidarity of the striking workers and have the support of the 
families and peoples of Haft Tappeh, Shush and the whole region, and throughout Iran. 
we must oppose all attempts by managers and security forces to bring the strike to an end. No to 
intimidation, No to bullying and arrests, by Employer and government officials. To know that the 
only acceptable answer is for workers to pay their full wages and benefits and to stop the process of 
decomposing the Haft-tappeh farming industry and letting the private sector to swallow it.          
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There is no doubt that the plundering policy, which is 
underway in our company, has been approved and 
accompanied by government officials at various levels. In 
fact, the Haft Tappeh workers are involved not only with 
the employers and management and security of Beke Co, 
but with the governor and, security forces and the security 
forces in the regional level, and even with Tehran 
Authorities. Safi is one of the agents of the capitalist system 
in confronting unemployed workers. So, against this long 
anti-worker queue, only unity, unity and solidarity of the 
workers can be the answer.      Unity , the secret of our success    
 

Against this queue of financiers and landowners and their advocates, we can only rely on our united 
forces and on our independent organizations and elected representatives. In front of the employer's 
queues, we can only rely on united and organized workers. Let's not let the employers, puppet 
elements, get into the ranks of our workers, scare or intimidate us.  Our unity and resolve to save the 
Haft-tappeh for ourselves and our children is the only way. We support the Syndicate and the Council 
of Workers' Representatives in this strike and continue to consolidate our pursuit of this struggle. 
Whatever the immediate outcome of this strike might be, let's not to forget that with our solidarity, 
independent organization and collective wisdom, we will be able to achieve the ultimate victory. 
Long live the workers and toiling masses of Haft-tapeh 

Long live our union and solidarity with the workers 

Friday, (31 August 2018) 

Haft Tappeh sugar cane workers syndicate. 

 

Time is important, let’s not miss the opportunity 
 
Honorable workers, teachers, students, unemployed, youth and the people of Iran 

 
Let’s pay attention to the conditions in our country 
carefully. In this social turmoil we are near the breaking 
point. Worker’s councils are taking place in work places 
and communities. Political turbulences point to arrival of 
people’s sovereignty in the near future. Such a victory 
can only be achieved if we have been organized on the 
basis of class solidarity. Nowadays, we, the workers need 
unity and organization more than any other time. Today, .

 Get up, it's time for unity   the first step is to generate class solidarity and expand  
worker’s councils and support the newly formed Haft Tapeh, Foulade Ahvaz, unemployed and other 
worker’s councils. Expansion of worker’s councils to countrywide level, as highest labor 
organization results in promoting the workers to a class for itself.  
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We ask of all the workers, youth, teachers, nurses, retirees, women, men and all independent labor, 
teacher, nurse organizations, including independent syndicates, trade societies, committees and 
unions and other popular associations to support, in every way, the development of militant councils 
and carry on with assembling councils in their work areas and communities. All of us know and 
history has shown that during crisis, working people’s councils are vital to fill the future political 
vacuum as working people’s alternative. These days are the deciding times and we should not miss it. 
If we do not prepare ourselves for the future political upheaval and do not support the newly formed 
council- whole heartedly, then tomorrow at the important historical moment, without a serious 
political alternative we will face other non- proletarian alternatives. Therefore, we will become 
passive foot soldiers for capitalist and anti-revolutionary forces. 

It is vital to act now!   
Let’s support Haft Tapeh, Foulade Ahvaz, unemployed and other worker’s councils! 
Let’s build councils in  our work places and communities! 
Long live formation of national labor and working people’s organizations! 
  
Syndicate of Alborz Province House Painters 

August 24, 2018        

 

          

Teacher‘s place is not in jail! 
Mohammad Habibi must be Freed! 


